
The delightfully deranged and beautifully berserk
Misanthrope, an independent theatre company from
Ukraine, make their Edinburgh Fringe debut with a play
about power, lust and violence.

Ubu the King is the company’s second production, in which they seek to
re-ignite the flames of rebellion and fervour that saw Alfred Jarry’s play
close upon its opening in Paris. In this modern interpretation of Jarry’s
Macbeth parody, eight actors play 100 different characters who are trying
to establish a dictatorial regime, dance with a bear, toast one another,
and run away, among many other things.

Each performance is a manifesto against the cruelty and absurdity of the
modern world’s gamut of fake news and blessed wars. The show seeks to
fight stupidity, beat fear, and share grief. A thrilling synthesis of sound,
superbly executed physicality and radical drama abounds.

Misanthrope is a three-year-old company that has produced five
different shows that aim to challenge the standards and traditions of
modern theatre, as well as make the voice of Ukrainian theatre heard
within the environment of an international festival. Seeking to ignore the
conventions of genre, market and format, the company is always ready to
start a dialogue. Their previous productions include Chekhov’s Three
Sisters, a co-production with Theater on Podil of Euripides’ Oresteia, and a
site-specific show performed in a pitch-black space called Blindness.

Director Ilya Moschitsky is the artistic director of the Ukrainian
independent theatre. Originally from St Petersburg, he flies back and
forth between his native city and Kiev, navigating the delicate political
situation in order to work for Misanthrope.

Composer Dmitry Sarastky is a producer for the  theatre, and has been
working with Ilya for more than ten years. He writes music for all of his
productions, as well as for various films, shows and competitions in
Ukraine and abroad.

Moschitsky and Sarastky are joined by a group of actors drawn from
various backgrounds – from actors to dancers, from circus artists to
athletes, they each bring their own unique skills to this immersive
performance.

Find yourself in the crossfire of violently farcical dialogue as a cast of
eight captivating actors transport you to a world of zygotic Dada and
gory surrealism!
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ten word blurb
A thrilling synthesis of sound, superb physicality and radical drama.

twenty word blurb
Delightfully deranged and beautifully berserk. Re-igniting rebellion and
fervour that saw the play close upon its opening.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Delightfully deranged and beautifully berserk, Misanthrope Theatre re-ignite
the flames of rebellion and fervour that saw Alfred Jarry’s play close upon its
opening in Paris, 1896. A thrilling synthesis of sound, superbly executed
physicality and radical drama.
fringe web blurb
Delightfully deranged and beautifully berserk, Ukrainian group Misanthrope
Theatre re-ignite the flames of rebellion and fervour that saw Alfred Jarry’s
play close upon its opening in Paris, 1896. In this modern interpretation of
Jarry’s Macbeth parody, performers unmask and leave bare ideas of
ambition, power and sexuality. A thrilling synthesis of sound, superbly
executed physicality and radical drama abounds. Find yourself caught in the
crossfire of violently farcical dialogue, as a cast of eight captivating actors
transport you to a world of zygotic Dada and gory surrealism!
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The delightfully deranged and beautifully berserk
Misanthrope, an independent theatre company from
Ukraine, make their Edinburgh Fringe debut with a play
about power, lust and violence.

Ubu the King is the company’s second production, in which they seek to
re-ignite the flames of rebellion and fervour that saw Alfred Jarry’s play
close upon its opening in Paris. In this modern interpretation of Jarry’s
Macbeth parody, eight actors play 100 different characters who are trying
to establish a dictatorial regime, dance with a bear, toast one another,
and run away, among many other things.

Each performance is a manifesto against the cruelty and absurdity of the
modern world’s gamut of fake news and blessed wars. The show seeks to
fight stupidity, beat fear, and share grief. A thrilling synthesis of sound,
superbly executed physicality and radical drama abounds.

Misanthrope is a three-year-old company that has produced five
different shows that aim to challenge the standards and traditions of
modern theatre, as well as make the voice of Ukrainian theatre heard
within the environment of an international festival. Seeking to ignore the
conventions of genre, market and format, the company is always ready to
start a dialogue. Their previous productions include Chekhov’s Three
Sisters, a co-production with Theater on Podil,of Euripides’ Oresteia  and a
site-specific show performed in a pitch-black space called Blindness.

Director Ilya Moschitsky is the artistic director of the Ukrainian
independent theatre. Originally from St Petersburg, he flies back and
forth between his native city and Kiev, navigating the delicate political
situation in order to work for Misanthrope.

Composer Dmitry Sarastky is a producer for the  theatre, and has been
working with Ilya for more than ten years. He writes music for all of his
productions, as well as for various films, shows and competitions in
Ukraine and abroad.

Moschitsky and Sarastky are joined by a group of actors drawn from
various backgrounds – from actors to dancers, from circus artists to
athletes, they each bring their own unique skills to this immersive
performance.

Find yourself in the crossfire of violently farcical dialogue as a cast of
eight captivating actors transport you to a world of zygotic Dada and
gory surrealism!

The performance "Ubu the King" based on the play of the great provocateur
Alfred Jarry interpreted by the Ukrainian "Misanthrope" theatre .

"Ubu the King" is a burst of energy that pounces upon the audience with
satanic dances and abusive words. This is a carnival of tyrants, military
dictators, fucking national leaders and common people, globs and bastards
willing to seize the power. And if some of them are overthrown while others
are manning the helm, it means that theft, murder, mass media lies and orgies
in private residences flame up with fresh fire.

Who can scream, sing and dance about this on the stage if not Ukrainian
actors? And who can be the attendance of this madness if not the spectators
of Edinburg Fridge Festival? Blood, violence, cruelty, abuse and plenty of
water will immerse you completely into the performance.

Buy tickets for trivial 7.50 pounds or go fuck yourself.

Update 13/06/2019

Ukrainian Theatre to Explore Fake News and Absurdity at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe

Misanthrope Theatre presents Ubu the King
according to the play of the great provocateur and reformer of the
theatre, Alfred Jarry

Misanthrope, an independent theatre company from Ukraine, will make their
Edinburgh Festival Fringe debut with a play about power, lust and violence.

Ubu the King is the company’s second show. From this symbiosis, our main,
beloved, violent, free, narcotic, noisy, grandiose, screaming, dancing, sweaty,
beautiful, disgusting performance Ubu the King has emerged. In Alfred Jarry’s
play, there are more than 30 characters and a huge number of the crowd. In
our show, a cast of eight actors play 100 different characters who are trying to
establish a dictatorial regime, go hunting, take a hot bath, dance with a bear,
arrange executions, steal, kill, give toasts, fuck, dance again, run away, catch
up and take a bow. All this is connected with us and is predetermined by the
grandiose Alfred Jarry.

"Heroes are covered in layers created by civilization, if you peel them off – it’s
like with an apple - at some point you will see the roots and a true nature of
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company originaldevelopment
The performance "Ubu the King" based on the play of the great provocateur
Alfred Jarry interpreted by the Ukrainian "Misanthrope" theatre .

"Ubu the King" is a burst of energy that pounces upon the audience with
satanic dances and abusive words. This is a carnival of tyrants, military
dictators, fucking national leaders and common people, globs and bastards
willing to seize the power. And if some of them are overthrown while others
are manning the helm, it means that theft, murder, mass media lies and orgies
in private residences flame up with fresh fire.

Who can scream, sing and dance about this on the stage if not Ukrainian
actors? And who can be the attendance of this madness if not the spectators
of Edinburg Fridge Festival? Blood, violence, cruelty, abuse and plenty of
water will immerse you completely into the performance.

Buy tickets for trivial 7.50 pounds or go fuck yourself.
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